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Abstract

In most customer applications, a high level of decoding bit error rate (BER) performance is required. Since Convolutional codes and Turbo codes are widely used in wireless communication systems, TI DSPs integrate two high-performance embedded coprocessors (enhanced Viterbi decoder coprocessor and enhanced Turbo decoder coprocessor) that significantly speed up channel-decoding operations on-chip.

This application note presents the strategies and programming methodology to optimize VCP2 and TCP2 BER performance on TI DSPs. It is assumed the reader is familiar with Convolutional and Turbo coding theory.
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1 Introduction

Forward-error correction (FEC), also known as channel coding, is used to improve the reliability of a channel by adding redundant information to the data being transmitted. Convolutional coding and Turbo coding techniques are used widely in 2G and 3G wireless standards. The enhanced Viterbi coprocessor (VCP2) is a programmable peripheral used to decode convolutional codes. The enhanced Turbo coprocessor (TCP2) is a programmable peripheral used to decode Turbo codes. They are integrated into some Texas Instruments digital signal processors; refer to the particular device data sheet for compatibility information.

Figure 1 shows a simplified communication system model. As illustrated, the receiver’s physical layer bit error performance is a system-level issue that includes both demodulation performance and decoding performance. The decoding performance is dependent on the demodulation output (performance). The theory of communication systems is not discussed here and the reader can find many materials in IEEE and other publications if interested. This document presents the strategies and programming methodology to make full use of the decoder coprocessors to meet the system BER performance goal.

Figure 1 BER Model of Communication System
2 VCP2 Decoder Performance

The Enhanced Viterbi Coprocessor (VCP2) is a programmable peripheral used to decode convolutional codes. The inputs into the coprocessor are 8-bit signed branch metrics, obtained by combining channel soft decisions. The outputs can be bit-packed hard decisions or 8-bit soft decisions. Communication between the DSP and the VCP2 is performed through a high performance DMA engine, the enhanced DMA (EDMA3). The user can refer to the VCP2 User Guide (SPRUE09) for detailed programming implementation.

VCP2 programmable parameters are as follows:
1. Constraint length K (5, 6, 7, 8, or 9)
2. Code rate (1/2, 1/3, or 1/4)
3. Polynomials
4. Frame length
5. Traceback mode
6. Initial conditions for state metric computation
7. Reliability length and convergence length
8. Yamamoto bit generation

Parameters 1-4 correspond directly to the parameters used for encoding and cannot be independently tuned at the receiver to obtain more performance margin. Parameters 5-8 are adjustable and may influence VCP2 decoding performance. In addition, the soft input data precision also will impact the decoding performance.

2.1 Traceback (TB) Mode
There are three traceback (TB) modes supported:
- tailed TB mode
- mixed TB mode
- convergent TB mode

For zero tailed convolutional encoding, tailed TB and mixed TB mode are used to decode the whole frame. Traceback operation should start from the zero state. Convergent TB mode can be used when you want to decode one portion of the frame.

For tail-biting convolutional encoding, the convergent TB mode of operation should be applied since there is no known end trellis state.

2.2 Initial Conditions for State Metric Computation
IMAXI, IMAXS, and IMINS are inputs to initialize the trellis prior to the start of executing the state metric unit. IMAXI should be set to the starting state of the encoder. IMAXS is the initial value for the starting state and IMINS is the initial value for all the other states. The difference between IMAXS and IMINS is important for BER performance.

For zero tailed convolutional encoding, the delay line of the convolutional encoder is initialized with all zeros, so the initial state is the zero state. The final state is also driven to the zero state by appending an all-zero byte to the information block. Therefore, it is important to favor the zero state at the very beginning. This is done by setting the IMAXI = 0, which identifies that the zero state is the initial state, and also by setting
IMAXS to a large value (0x400 is recommended) and IMINS to a small value (0 is recommended), which correspond to the starting path metrics values for the favored (zero) state and other states, respectively. Traceback operation starts from the zero state.

For tail-biting convolutional encoding, since there is no known starting state, no state should be favored as an initial state. This is achieved by setting initial path (state) metrics for all states to the same value (IMINS = IMAXS = const; const = 0 is recommended).

2.3 Reliability Length and Convergence Length (R,C)

In the mixed TB mode and convergent TB mode, the frame is split into sliding windows. The VCP generates R decisions per each sliding window which has length of (R+C). The output decision is more reliable with larger C and R+C. The max (R+C) and C value is dependent on constraint length K and whether hard or soft output decisions are configured. (Refer to the VCP2 User Guide SPRUE09 for detailed information.) The choice of R and C will not largely affect the VCP processing delay since a larger portion of cycles is spent in state metric accumulation.

2.4 Yamamoto Bit Generation

The Yamamoto bit is used as a binary frame quality indicator. Initially, the Yamamoto bit (YAM bit in VCPOUT1) is set. If anywhere along the decoding path there was a point where the decision between two paths was less than a given threshold (YAMT field in VCPOUT1), the YAM bit yields a zero.

For example, even if the decoder’s output has many errors, there is a low probability that it will still pass the CRC check. If the application uses only the CRC check as the frame quality indicator, the system may not be robust. In this case, the application can use the Yamamoto output bit to determine whether the VCP2 output is reliable.

2.5 Soft Input Data Precision

In the preceding section, it is mentioned that the input data quality is important for decoder performance. In particular, limited precision of the soft information coming from the demodulation module may be the performance limiting factor for the whole chain.

The VCP2 is implemented with fixed point processing and the internal state metric accumulation is based on 13-bit precision. The branch metrics can have the maximum input dynamic range of 7 bits + 1 sign bit [-128;+127]. In order to prevent calculation overflow during decoding, the final branch metrics maximum range should be as shown in Table 1. (Refer to the VCP2 User Guide SPRUE09 for detailed information.)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1/Rate</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Data range</th>
<th>SoftInputResolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5,6,7,8,9</td>
<td>[+63, -64]</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5,6,7,8,9</td>
<td>[+42, -42]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5,6,7,8,9</td>
<td>[+31, -32]</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

End of Table 1
The 16-bit fixed point data type is widely used in the communication demodulation algorithms in the uplink, whereas the 8-bit fixed point data type is used for VCP2 input branch matrix data. There is data scaling from 16-bit to 8-bit and the 8-bit soft input should meet the data range requirements in Table 1. In this section, three solutions are introduced and the related VCP2 BER simulation is performed on a typical use-case (AMR12.2 Kbps class B). The VCP2 BER simulation uses the same methodology introduced in SPRA794 [3]. However, QPSK modulation and 16-bit precision are applied instead.

Assume the decoder input sequence is: \( \tilde{x}(0), \tilde{x}(1), \ldots, \tilde{x}(2N) \), where \( 2N \) is the frame length. The mean of this sequence is \( \overline{x} \) and the variance is \( \sigma^2 \). The maximum value is \( x_{\text{max}} \). The 16-bit precision data and 8-bit precision data is defined separately as shown below:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Short} & \quad \text{deModData}[2N]; \\
\text{Byte} & \quad \text{softInput}[2N];
\end{align*}
\]

The simplest scaling method, defined as solution A, directly extracts the upper resolution bits from the 16-bit data. However, this solution may lose too much precision and degrade the bit error performance. The following pseudo code shows the basic procedure. The \textbf{softInputResolution} variable is the number of bits used to represent an input value and is determined by Table 1.

```c
Int *in, *out;
Int temp1,temp2, shr_amnt;

In = (int *)deModData;
Out = (int *)softInput;

shr_amnt = 16 - softInputResolution;
for(i=0; i< N; i+=2, j++)
{
    temp1 = _shr2(in[i], shr_amnt);
    temp2 = _shr2(in[i+1], shr_amnt);
    out[j] = _pack14(temp1, temp2);
}
```

Figure 2 shows the AMR 12.2 Kbps class B BER performance in an AWGN channel based on solution A scaling. The average RMS (Root Mean Square) per QPSK symbol is changed from 1024 to 8192 and it is shown that the RMS with Q13 has the better performance than does the RMS with Q10. Here, Q13 means the average RMS per QPSK symbol is \( 2^{13} \), Q12 means \( 2^{12} \), and so on.
In most applications, it is hard to guarantee that the demodulation output is distributed in a specific RMS range after complex demodulation algorithm processing. An improved method, defined as solution B, is to normalize the input soft bits using the maximum value $x_{\text{max}}$. The procedure steps are as follows:

1. Search for the maximum value $x_{\text{max}}$
2. Calculate the scale factor $R / x_{\text{max}}$ and normalize the input soft bits

An efficient option is using \_\text{norm}() to calculate the minimum signed bits and then scale the sequence. The pseudo code is shown below. The \text{softInputResolution} variable is the number of bits used to represent an input value and determined by Table 1.

```c
Int *in, *out;
Int temp1, temp2, shr_amnt, minBits;
long long temp;
Int temp_a1, temp_a2;
In = (int *)deModData;
Out = (int *)softInput;
templ = 0x7fff7fff;
for (i=0; i<N; i++)
{
    temp = _mpy2ll(in[i], 0x00010001);   // Convert 16-bit data to 32-bit
    // for _norm intrinsic
    temp_a1 = _norm(_hill(temp));
    temp_a2 = _norm(_loll(temp));
    temp = _min2(temp, _pack2(temp_a1, temp_a2));
}
minBits = (_min2(temp, _packlh2(temp, templ)))&0xffff;
/* calculate the saturation level */
shr_amnt = 32 - minBits - softInputResolution;
for (i=0; i<N; i++, j++)
{
```
temp1 = _shr2(in[i], shr_amnt);
temp2 = _shr2(in[i+1], shr_amnt);
out[j] = _packl4(temp1, temp2);
}

Figure 3 shows the solution B scaling BER performance. There is now no obvious difference among the different RMS values.

Figure 3 BER Performance of Scale Solution B

Since the data normalization is based on the maximum data, this solution also has a precision limiting issue when the data is coupled with large noise and the average data is much less than $x_{\max}$. The performance degrades especially with the low SNR in a fading channel.

A third method, referred to as solution C, is introduced to compensate for the large noise burst case. The idea is to calculate the average number of sign bits for the input data to determine a reasonable normalization value. For example, for a 32-bit data value, there are 13 sign bits for 0x00077777 and 13 sign bits for 0xFFFA7777. Assuming the number of sign bits for a 32-bit input value is $s$, one option is to choose the normalization value as $2^{32 + K - s}$, where $K$ is an experimental value typically in the range of {2–4} and $s$ is the average number of sign bits $s$. The intrinsic $\_\text{norm}()$ can be used to calculate $s$ as an efficient option. The pseudo code is shown below. The softInputResolution variable is the number of bits used to represent an input value and is determined by Table 1.

```c
Int *in, *out;
Int temp1, temp2, shr_amnt, minBits;
long long temp;
Int temp_a1, temp_a2;
int maxpos;
unsigned int maxpos2;
unsigned int maxneg2;
Int tempA, tempB;
In = (int *)deModData;
```
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```c
Out = (int *)softInput;
for (i=0; i< N; i++)
{
    temp = _mpy2ll(in[i], 0x00010001);  // Convert 16-bit data to 32-bit
    temp_a1 += _norm(_hill(temp));
    temp_a2 += _norm(_loll(temp));
}
/* calculate the average value and add 2bit margin */
average = ((temp_a1 +temp_a2 + (N<<1) -1)/(N<<1));
average = (average >2)? (average-2):0;
/* calculate the saturation level */
shr_amnt = 32-average - softInputResolution;
maxpos = (1<<(32-average-1))-1;
maxpos2 = _pack2(maxpos,maxpos);
maxneg2 = _sub2(0,maxpos2);
for(i=0; i< N; i+=2, j++)
{
    tempA = _min2(in[i], maxpos2);
    tempB = _min2(in[i+1], maxpos2);
    temp1 = _shr2(_max2(tempA,maxneg2), shr_amnt);
    temp2 = _shr2(_max2(tempB,maxneg2), shr_amnt);
    out[j] = _packl4(temp1, temp2);
}
```

Figure 4 shows the solution C scaling BER performance. There is no obvious difference among the different RMS values. Figure 5 shows the BER performance comparison between solution B and C with Q13. The performance difference between solution B and solution C is small since the corrupted data is in a normal distribution.
There is no universal method which always has better BER performance in all decoding systems. The user should perform some investigation to decide which method is best for the application case by case.
3 TCP2 Decoder Performance

The Enhanced Turbo Coprocessor (TCP2) is a programmable peripheral for decoding of IS2000/3GPP Turbo codes. In both cases, 8-state constituent encoders are used. The differences are in code rate, puncturing scheme, and handling of tail bits. The coprocessor operates either as a complete Turbo decoder running multiple iterations (stand-alone processing mode), or it can operate as a single maximum a posteriori (MAP) decoder running a single iteration each time it is used (shared processing mode). In the stand-alone processing mode, the inputs into the TCP2 are channel soft decisions for systematic and parity bits and the 16-bit interleaver index table. The outputs are hard decisions. In the shared processing mode, the inputs are channel soft decisions for systematic and parity bits and a priori information for systematic bits, and the outputs are extrinsic information for systematic bits.

The TCP2 programmable parameters are:
1. Code rate (1/2, 1/3, 1/4 or 1/5)
2. Frame length
3. Decoding algorithm: max*-log-MAP and max-log-MAP
4. Decoding mode: Standalone (SA) or Shared Processing (SP)
5. Maximum number of iterations and early stopping rules

Parameters 1–2 correspond directly to the parameters used for encoding and cannot be independently tuned at the receiver to obtain more performance margin. Parameters 3–5 are adjustable and may influence TCP2 decoding performance.

3.1 Decoding Algorithm

The decoding of Turbo codes is based on an iterative structure constructed from two MAP decoders. The Turbo decoder architecture is shown in Figure 6.

The algorithm used as a basis for MAP decoding is the Bahl Cocke Jelinek Raviv (BCJR) algorithm first presented in [5]; it operates in the log-likelihood ratio (LLR) domain which is defined as:

\[ L(u) \Delta \log \left( \frac{P(u = 1)}{P(u = 0)} \right) \]
Each MAP decoder has three inputs:

- \( L^c(X) \): the channel LLR for systematic bits
- \( L^c(C) \) or \( L^c(C') \): the channel LLR for parity bits
- \( L^a(X) \): the prior LLR for systematic bits, i.e., \( L^{a1}(X) \) is for MAP1, and \( L^{a2}(X) \) is for MAP2.

Each MAP decoder has one output:

- \( L^e(X) \): the extrinsic LLR for systematic bits

As shown in Figure 6, the prior LLR is calculated by extrinsic LLR. For example, \( L^{a1}(X) \) is the prior information for MAP decoder 1, and it is derived from MAP decoder 2 extrinsic information \( L^e_{21}(X) \). Similarly, \( L^{a2}(X) \) is the prior information for MAP decoder 2, and it is derived from MAP decoder 1 extrinsic information \( L^e_{12}(X) \). The \( L^{a1}(X) \) is zero assuming \( P(u=1) \) equals \( P(u=0) \) for the first round iteration.

After \( n \) iterations, the \( L^e_{21}(X) \) and \( L^e_{12}(X) \) tend to be stable and the total LLR of MAP decoder output \( L(x_k) \) can be calculated by equation (3-1). The final decision will be made based on the sign of \( L(x_k) \), i.e., \( \tilde{x}_k = \text{sign}[L(x_k)] \).

\[
L(x_k) = L^c(x_k) + L^e_{21}(x_k) + L^e_{12}(x_k) \tag{3-1}
\]

Most of the computation involved in equation (3-1) is based on the logarithm of a sum of exponentials. Such an expression can be exactly computed, two terms at a time, using the Jacobian logarithm [5.]:

\[
\text{Max}^*(x_1, x_2) = \log(e^{x_1} + e^{x_2}) = \text{Max}(x_1, x_2) + \log(1 + e^{-|x_1 - x_2|})
\]

\( \log(1 + e^{-|x_1 - x_2|}) \) is known as the correction term. If the correction term is omitted and only max term is used to compute \( L^e_{12}(X) \) and \( L^e_{21}(X) \), we obtain the so-called max-log-MAP approximation. If the correction term is approximated using a small lock-up table, we obtain the max*-log-MAP approximation.

TCP2 offers both max*-log-MAP and max-log-MAP implementations. This can be selected on a frame-by-frame basis. The max-log-MAP implementation does not require the input LLRs (log-likelihood ratios) to scale with a factor \( \frac{2E_s}{\sigma^2} \), which is inversely proportional to noise variance, and is therefore more robust in situations where SNR cannot be accurately estimated[6.][7.].

Normally, the \( \frac{2E_s}{\sigma^2} \) value can be gotten either by calculating training sequence or by using some statistic measurement in the communication system. The method of \( \frac{2E_s}{\sigma^2} \) calculation is not covered in this document.
There are 16 extrinsic scaling factors that can be used for the max-log-MAP algorithm. These factors are defined in TCPIC12~TCPIC15 registers and the value can range from 0.0–1.0. As far as what is the best extrinsic scaling factor to configure, it will actually vary based on the variance. The experienced value is in the range of 0.7–0.75. It is recommended that the user evaluate the value based on the application.

The BER performance of both max*-log-MAP and max-log-MAP on TCP2 are shown in Figure 7. The testing was based on an AWGN channel. SNR stands for the theoretical value $10\log\left(\frac{E_s}{2\sigma^2}\right)$, and the estimated SNR means the SNR value calculated by estimating $E_s$ and $\sigma^2$. The test result shows the max*-log-MAP performance with the theoretical SNR value has the best performance. But max*-log-MAP performance becomes worse if the SNR estimation is not accurate. Figure 7 also shows max-log-MAP has better performance than Max*-log-Map when the gap between SNR and SNR_estimation is 1.2db. It is recommended that max-log-MAP be used if the SNR estimation is not very accurate.

**Figure 7** Turbo Decoder Algorithm Performance Comparison

![Figure 7](image)

**3.2 Decoding Mode**

The TCP2 has two fundamental modes: standalone (SA) and shared processing (SP).

In SA mode, the TCP2 iterates a given number of times and outputs hard decisions. SA mode is typically used for frame sizes smaller or equal to 20730.
In SP mode, the TCP2 executes a single MAP decode and outputs extrinsic information, which is a (5, 2) number, that is, SIII.IF (where S = sign bit, I = integer, F = fractional bit) and is right-justified with 0 in the most-significant-bit position. The DSP core must perform the input data de-multiplexing, interleaving, de-interleaving operations, hard decision calculation, and any stopping criteria algorithm. SP mode must be used for frames strictly larger than 20730.

### 3.3 Iterations Rules

Turbo decoders are iterative decoders. The number of iterations is either a deterministic number, or it depends on a test performed on the turbo decoder output after each iteration.

In the first case, the deterministic number can be up to 32 iterations. Figure 8 shows the BER performance with different numbers of iterations. The three curves shown are for frame lengths of 4224, 2464, and 1056. The plot shows that the BER performance increases with number of iterations up to a point.

![Figure 8 Turbo Decoder Algorithm Performance Comparison](image)

In the second case, there are early stopping criteria: CRC passed or SNR threshold passed. In this case, the boundary conditions can be programmed, that is, the minimum and the maximum number of iterations that should be performed.

### 3.4 Soft Input Data Precision

Since the TCP2 decoder is a fixed-point accelerator, there are two kinds of scaling for the input data preparation:

1. **SNR scaling.** It is the nature of MAX*-LOG-MAP algorithm to scale input LLR. It is needed for either fixed point processing or float point processing.
2. **Precision Scaling only for fixed point processing,** this scaling is to make sure the data precision meets the requirements and better decoder performance can be achieved.
The TCP2 input data corresponds to channel log-likelihood ratios (LLRs) that should be in 6-bit precision. For the MAX-LOG-MAP algorithm, since it does not require scaling the input LLRs with the factor $-\frac{2E_s}{\sigma^2}$, we can just make sure the LLR is in 6-bit precision. For MAX*-LOG-MAP algorithm, the LLR is multiplied with the factor $-\frac{2E_s}{\sigma^2}$ and the multiplication result should meet the 6-bit precision requirement.

Assuming a 16-bit fixed point data type is used in the communication demodulation algorithm, the data must be scaled from 16-bit to 6-bit. The recommended scaling method can be maximum value based or mean value based. It is similar to the VCP2 input data precision scaling. Please refer to the solution B and solution C presented in Section 2.5.

## 4 Conclusion

Tuning the TCP2 or VCP2 decoder performance is related to several programming parameters. There is no single configuration set which can guarantee the best BER performance in all decoding systems. It is recommended that user perform investigation based on these programming parameters and decide which method is best for the specific application.
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